


CLASSIC RANGE
THE 2020

Inspired by color and personal 
expression through contrasting hues, 
we have curated the 2020 classic 
range with simplicity in mind. 

Returning to our roots, Penny  
will once again drive expression 
through simplicity, delivering the most 
on-trend colors in classic designs for 
the 2020 range.

The range has been carefully curated 
to flow from dark and ominous colors, 
to earthy tones, through to high-impact 
brightness, and finishing with soft tonal 
contrasts of washed out palettes.

Available in 22”, 27”, 32” and select 
36” sizes. We’re excited to provide our 
best classic palette to date!



Bright Light (Available in 22”, 27” & 32”) Stone Forrest (Available in 22”, 27” & 32”) Burnt Olive (Available in 22”, 27” & 32”) High Vibe (Available in 22”, 27” & 32”)

Ocean Mist (Available in 22”, 27”, 32”, 36”) Cactus Wanderlust (Available in 22”, 27”, 32”, 36”) Blackout (Available in 22”, 27”, 32”)
Carryover

Casper (Available in 22”, 27” & 32”)
Carryover



BRIGHT LIGHT

The Bright Light is inspired by 
the contrasting streets of Tokyo. 
The bright lights of the megacity 
contrasting with dark city streets, 
is represented with the bright 
marmalade and ultra cyan hues.  
The versatile colors of the 
components bring a liveliness to 
the range that is contrasted with 
the ever-successful black deck. 
The Bright Light takes the form 
of a strong, punchy and impactful 
board that will be well suited to 
the streets, the beach or the retail 
floor. 

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck  
32” deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

CLASSICS

PNYCOMP22482 PNYCOMP27482 PNYCOMP32010

DROP 1



PNYCOMP22494 PNYCOMP27493 PNYCOMP32015

STONE FOREST 

Inspired by our Penny fans’ desire 
for adventure and wanderlust, we 
wanted to focus on earthy tones 
of the natural environment. The 
versatility of neutral colors allow 
for a scaled back pallet, to let the 
customer’s style to do the talking. 

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck  
32” deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts  

CLASSICS

DROP 1



CLASSICS

BURNT OLIVE 

With the rise of military-influenced 
aesthetic in 2019, it only makes 
sense that olive green stays the 
trend color for 2020. The Burnt 
Olive takes these colors, and an 
influence of mid century design, 
to bring another classic to the 
range. Adding distinction to the 
board, we have added burnt 
orange wheels and burnt yellow 
hardware to soften the palette 
even more, capitalizing on the raw 
natural tones. 

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck  
32” deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts  

PNYCOMP22483 PNYCOMP27483 PNYCOMP32011

DROP 1



CLASSICS

HIGH VIBE

Inspired by 1970’s surf culture,  
the High Vibe is focused on 
yellow hues and playful tones -  
a throwback to sun-kissed days, 
salty skin and nostalgic vibes. 
Contrasting the yellow with high 
impact blues and burnt oranges, 
the High Vibe will take you 
back to the Californian surf era 
synonymous with good times. 

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck 

32” deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP22487 PNYCOMP27487 PNYCOMP32013

DROP 1



CLASSICS

OCEAN MIST 

The Ocean Mist was inspired 
by arial photography of the 
Australian coastline. The coastal 
hues of the teal green, contrasting 
with sand colored wheels, adds 
an uplifting freshness to the 
range that is a key for the spring/
summer season. These tones will 
be prominent in youth and active 
markets as they play into a wider 
shift from neons seen  
in 2018/2019

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck  
32”/36” deck with waffle non-slip deck 
and added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks  
7” Reverse Kingpin A-grade 356 cast 
aluminum powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels 
36” - 66mm 83A polyurethane wheel

Hardware  
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP22488 PNYCOMP27488 PNYCOMP32014 PNYCOMP36113

DROP 1



CLASSICS

CACTUS 
WANDERLUST 

Designed with summer escapes 
and warmer climates in mind,  
the Cactus Wanderlust takes  
on soft pink tones of summer 
sunsets contrasted with a cactus 
green trucks and burnt orange 
wheels. This board reminds us of 
summer afternoons after a long 
day at Coachella. 

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck  
32” deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks  
7” Reverse Kingpin A-grade 356 cast 
aluminum powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels 
36” - 66mm 83A polyurethane wheel

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP22484 PNYCOMP27484 PNYCOMP32012 PNYCOMP36112

DROP 1



CLASSICS

BLACKOUT

Blackout 2.0 is one of the 
sleekest looking skateboards  
ever released by Penny. It’s  
also best selling style of all  
time. Recently updated, this 
premium board is totally black, 
making it even more stealthy  
than the original. 

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck 
32”deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks  
7” Reverse Kingpin A-grade 356 cast 
aluminum powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels 
36” - 66mm 83A polyurethane wheel

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

DROP 1 (CARRYOVER)

PNYCOMP156 PNYCOMP27156 PNYCOMP32001 PNYCOMP36106



CLASSICS

CASPER

We’ve taken the old Penny glow-
in-the-dark hover board and given 
it an evil night-time look with all 
black hardware. One of our most 
popular completes, charged 
by UV light during the day and 
glowing green by night. With it’s 
new hardware set-up, you’ll look 
like your deck is a ghost. The 
Penny Casper glow-in-the-dark 
Skateboard will have you skating 
from day to night.

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck 
32” deck with waffle non-slip deck and 
added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
3”/4”/6” A-grade 356 cast aluminum 
powder-coated trucks 

Wheels 
22”/27” - 59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 
32” - 54mm 90A polyurethane wheels

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP22242 PNYCOMP27242

DROP 1 (CARRYOVER)



OPEN ROAD  
COLLECTION
Born out of pure enjoyment on 
the road, Penny Skateboards has 
delivered amazing videos like Viva 
Vacation and Open Roads tours over 
the past 10 years. 

Before the #vanlife movement began, 
there existed the fun loving freedom 
chasers that would pack their 
surfboards, friends and paraphernalia 
into the back of a van and hit the 
open road. They were the wanderlust 
originals and gave new meaning  
to transport for experience, not  
just a destination. 

Inspired by the need rally your crew, 
grab your boards, find the ultimate 
playlist, and escape with a Penny 
Skateboard, we’re introducing our 
Penny Open Road collection. 

The Penny Open Road collection  
is inspired by the 4 wheeled vessels 
of freedom, from the 1970’s and 
1980’s. Stemming from the creativity 
and personal expression painted  
on the side of the vans through the 
US, we’re excited to bring you this 
range of classic van designs on 22” 
and 27” boards.

THE 2020

DROP 1



OPEN ROAD

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck 

Trucks 
3”/4” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-coated trucks 

Wheels  
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings  
& high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP22486 PNYCOMP27486 PNYCOMP22485



OPEN ROAD

Deck 
22”/27” deck with waffle non-slip deck 

Trucks 
3”/4” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-coated trucks 

Wheels  
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings  
& high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP22495 PNYCOMP27494 PNYCOMP22493





POSTCARD SERIES
THE 2020

Keeping in the theme of exploration, 
the ‘Postcard Series’ represents  
the experiences of travel through  
3 different wanderlust destinations -  
the coast, the mountains and the urban 
environment. 

The art emulates the novelty of  
old-school postcards from around 
the world designed by Argentinian 
artist Alan Berry Rhys. During a recent 
trip to Australia, we met with Alan 
and discussed his love of Penny 
Skateboards which he rides every 
week as a mode of transport around 
his home town. 

Alan’s love of the Australian coastline, 
his family holiday home in Yosemite 
and his desire to experience the urban 
culture of Tokyo and NYC, made 
him the perfect artist for the Penny 
Postcard Series 

Find your destination, grab your 
board and escape through the Penny 
Postcard series. 

DROP 1





COASTAL  
DIVISION 

Coastal art 
Coastal 22” board 

Deck 
22” deck with waffle non-slip deck 

Trucks 
3” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-
coated trucks 

Wheels 
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

POSTCARD

PNYCOMP22489 PNYCOMP22490



HIGHLANDS  
DIVISION 

Highlands art 
Highlands 22” board 

Deck 
22” deck with waffle non-slip deck 

Trucks 
3” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-
coated trucks 

Wheels 
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

POSTCARD

PNYCOMP22491



URBAN  
DIVISION 

Urban art 
Urban 27” board 

Deck 
27” deck with waffle non-slip deck 

Trucks 
4” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-
coated trucks 

Wheels 
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels 

Hardware 
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings & 
high tensile bolts 

POSTCARD

PNYCOMP27491







HIGH~LINE
THE

Designed for the flat-day fun, the Penny High-
Line Surfskate replicates the feeling of surfing 
the streets.

This board is developed for skills progression 
and all-time stoke by utilizing Warterborne 
patented technology and the same 
quality components you love from Penny 
Skateboards. The Penny High-Line Surfskate 
is without a doubt the most technically 
advanced and exciting Surfskate on the 
market. This shred-sled is designed to 
blow your mind with the responsiveness of 
the board giving you the tight carves and 
pumping you’d normally get on a surfboard

Warterborne patented technology is molded 
perfectly into the custom Penny 29” deck to 
allow the tightest turns that will never bite  
and providing responsiveness that allows  
for amazing speed generation. Don’t mistake  
this for just another reverse kingpin truck.  
The High-Line uses asymmetrical design to 
allow for 3x more turning then an ordinary 
skate truck. 

The 14” wheel base allows both tighter turns 
in the pocket and wider arc turns for style!  
The new 29” deck is created with a W 
concave to ensure the perfect foot placement 
for turns. Our 59mm Penny wheel has been 
created with an 83A duro to facilitate ultimate 
slide for those big turns while still supporting 
grippy, snappy carving.

The High-Line has been made with 
premium materials to ensure our lifetime 
warranty. Dispite having the amazing quality 
components, the High-Line is priced at 
an affordable price-point compared to 
competitors to ensure the category  
growth continues 

For more information, speak to your sales 
representative today. Stocks are limited,  
don’t miss out this holiday!



OCEAN MIST 

The Ocean Mist was inspired 
by arial photography of the 
Australian coastline. The coastal 
hues of the teal green, contrasting 
with sand colored wheels, adds 
an uplifting freshness to the 
range that is a key for the spring/
summer season. These tones will 
be prominent in youth and active 
markets as they play into a wider 
shift from neons seen  
in 2018/2019

Deck 
10.5” x 29” deck with waffle non-slip deck 
and added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
5” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-
coated trucks 

Wheels 
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
 
Hardware  
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings 
 & high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP29003

DROP 1



CACTUS  
WANDERLUST 

Designed with summer escapes 
and warmer climates in mind,  
the Cactus Wanderlust takes  
on soft pink tones of summer 
sunsets contrasted with a cactus 
green trucks and burnt orange 
wheels. This board reminds us of 
summer afternoons after a long 
day at Coachella.

Deck 
10.5” x 29” deck with waffle non-slip deck 
and added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
5” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-
coated trucks 

Wheels 
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
 
Hardware  
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings  
& high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP29002

DROP 1



BLACKOUT 

Blackout 2.0 is one of the 
sleekest looking skateboards  
ever released by Penny. It’s  
also best selling style of all  
time. Recently updated, this 
premium board is totally black, 
making it even more stealthy  
than the original. 

Deck 
10.5” x 29” deck with waffle non-slip deck 
and added glass spray for extra grip

Trucks 
5” A-grade 356 cast aluminum powder-
coated trucks 

Wheels 
59mm 83A polyurethane wheels  
 
Hardware  
Premium Abec 7 stainless steel bearings  
& high tensile bolts 

PNYCOMP29001

DROP 1





4’10” – PNYSURF58001 4’10” – PNYSURF58002 4’10” – PNYSURF58003

PENNY 
SURF
Since the inception of the skateboard 
there has been a close relationship 
to surfing and surf culture. Penny was 
founded on the excitement of sliding 
sideways and celebrating good times 
with friends. These moments of stoke 
are what inspired young surfers in the 
70’s to take to the streets and surf the 
pavement. Today we are excited to 
provide you with a new level of fun 
with Penny Surf.



7’0” – PNYSURF84001 7’0” – PNYSURF84002



BACKPACKS
The Penny backpack is designed for simple 
style that goes with anything and will take 
you anywhere. Team it up with your favourite 
Penny skateboard to add a pop of color, your 
board will do the talking when it’s on display.

• External zippered pull out pouch that   
 supports both 22” & 27” Penny Skateboards

• Padded laptop compartment suitable for 15”  
 & below.

• Padded Tablet sleeve

• Phone pocket

• Multiple external & internal pockets

• Mesh side drink bottle holders

• Bag Size: 44 cm x 32cm x 14cm

• Bag Capacity: 20L

• Durable 600D Polyester Construction BACKPACK - PNYA008 RAINBOW BRIDGE - PNYA013  SPECIAL OPS - PNYA014

ACCESSORIES



DUFFLE BAG
The Penny Duffle is perfect for a weekend 
trip or an extended vacation. Strap on your 
Penny with the adjustable skateboard straps 
and you’re good to go.

• Bag Size: 21 x 10 x 10in  
 (53.3 x 25.4 x 25.4cm)

• Small internal zippered pocket for valuables

• External storage sleeve

• Carrying handles and shoulder strap

• Velcro skateboard carrying straps designed  
 for all sized Pennys 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVENTURE 
PACK 
Keep your board secure and out of the 
elements with thev Adventure Pack. 
Designed to fit our 22” and 27” boards, the 
Adventure pack is the best way to travel with 
your Penny. Internal elastic straps keep your 
board secure, with extra room for your other 
stuff. The adjustable strap is comfortable and 
keeps your board easily accessible for when 
adventure calls

PNYA017

PNYA015 tPNYA016

ACCESSORIES



DROP ONE
CLASSICS IN ALL SIZES 

OPEN-ROAD COLLECTION 
HIGHLINE SURFSKATE 

PENNY SURF 
ACCESSORIES

SHIPPING STARTS - FEBRUARY 15

DROP TWO
POSTCARD COLLECTION

SHIPPING STARTS - MAY 1





PENNYSKATEBOARDS.COM


